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Abstract—This paper describes the use of “Real Pixel Image
Level Generator (RPILG)” along with a design of game control,
called “enhancing play with smiling” to promote the players’
emotion. Our study is conducted on Science Birds, an AngryBirds-like game. RPILG is a procedural content generation
method that generates game levels with the appearance of a
pixel image of things, such as a pumpkin. We apply RPILG
in Science Birds. A facial expression tool is used to recognize
smiles in the player. And in our design, the black bird, a kind
of shooting object in the game having the power to explode
blocks, is modified such that its explosion power can be enhanced
according to the degree of smiling. The idea behind this game
design is to encourage smiling. An experiment is conducted with
fourteen participants where two modes of gameplay “smiling
for enhancing the birds” and “baseline play” are compared. An
online survey using Positive and Negative Affect Schedule is used
to evaluate the players’ emotion after they have experienced both
modes. Our experimental results provide an evidence that the
former mode leads to statistically significantly higher positive
affect and lower negative affect.
Index Terms—Angry Birds, Mental Health Promotion, Game
Design, Smile, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule

I. I NTRODUCTION
Negative emotion is nowadays all-too-common experiences.
Many people have negative emotion beyond their coping
abilities. Existing studies, in psychological science and related
fields, reported that smiling is effective in relieving negative
emotion [1]-[5]. Interestingly, a study by Kraft et al. [1] offers
an evidence that even a forced smile can significantly relieve
negative emotion like stress. In their work, smiling is forced
by having participants hold chopsticks in their mouth.
We aim at investigating the effect of encouraging smiling in
the context of video game playing. A game application used
in this study is Science Birds1 , a well-known clone game of
Angry Birds distributed for research purpose. A mechanism for
encouraging players to smile is partly based on our previous
work [6]. However, in the current work, we have changed the
level generator to a new version which generates levels based
on any given pixel images instead of on pre-designed models,
1 https://github.com/lucasnfe/ScienceBirds
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removed fog which conceals the level, and only employ black
birds for shooting in the game system. The black bird is a
kind of bird that can explode and destroy other objects such
as blocks and pigs. In addition, black birds’ explosion power in
this version can be enhanced at most 11 times according to the
value of Joy which is emotion detected by a facial expression
recognize tool in use. As a result, the higher value of Joy, the
easier game clear becomes.
This paper has two contributions. The first contribution is
the proposed gameplay mode that facilitates Angry-Birds-like
gameplay with smiling while the second one is our finding
that this kind of gameplay results in better players’ emotion.
The first contribution is that we are the first group
that adapts and applies “Real Pixel Image Level Generator
(RPILG),” a type of procedural content generation that generates game levels by the real pixel images to the game world
with a short description (i.e., image name), on an AngryBirds-like game. In the following sections, we describe the
game system which is followed by the descriptions on the
experiment and results, discussions, and future work.
II. G AME SYSTEM
The proposed game system uses open-source game platform
Science Birds, developed in Unity 3D by Ferreira et al. [7].
This section describes the whole system in two major parts.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the system.

Fig. 1: System Overview

Fig. 2: Example of a pixel image for generating a level

Fig. 3: Example of translation from the pixel image in Fig. 2
to marks

A. Real Pixel Image Level Generator (RPILG)
RPILG generates a level that looks like a pixel image.
Science Birds has twelve types of blocks, each having three
material types, that can be used to build a level, but RPILG
only uses three block types: “SquareSmall,” “RectSmall,” and
“SquareTiny.” They are the types that we found suitable in
terms of size and shape for generating pixel images. After
a pixel image-like structure is generated, pigs and birds are
added in respective order.
Pixel images are stored in a database. PILG starts by
randomly selecting a pixel image (Fig. 2) and representing
it using at most 16 and at least 3 kinds of “marks” such as
”!” and ”?” shown in Fig. 3. Marks are then grouped, each
group being assigned the same block and material types; the
positions of blocks and their material types forming a pixelimage-like structure are obtained and saved into List M ark.
Next, PILG finds the locations to place pigs on the top of each
column in the structure and then saves the data into List P ig.
Then, the number of birds is heuristically set to one more than
that of pigs. In our previous work, bird types were selected
based on predefined selection probabilities, but in this work,
as mentioned earlier, only black birds are used. The bird data
are saved into List Bird. Finally, a level is generated based
on the information from the aforementioned three lists. During
this, some randomness is also added to promote the variety of
game levels. A Science Birds AI agent developed by Ma et al.
[8] is employed to test beforehand whether levels generated
by PILG can be cleared.
B. Enhancing the Explosion Power by Smiling
We now describe how the explosion power is controlled by
smiling in three parts. The first describes how Joy is detected.

The second describes how this emotion is used to control
the explosion power in the game. The last describes real-time
feedback to the player.
1) Emotion Detection: The game detects the emotion of the
player through an embedded Affdex Emotion SDK [9]. This
SDK is a cross-platform real-time facial expression detection
tool, which can track a variety of emotion states and facial
expressions. However, since in our application, the goal is
to encourage smiling, the system only focuses on Joy whose
value is increased when the player smiles and decreased when
the player’s brow is raised or furrowed.
2) Explosion Power Control: The explosion power of black
birds is controlled by the parameter value of Joy obtained
from the aforementioned SDK. This parameter is denoted as
currentJoy in Algorithm 1, and its value ranges from 0 to
100. Its explosion power is immediately enhanced as the player
smiles based on the value of Joy, up to 11 times of its default
value (Figs. 4-5). In case the player stops smiling before
the bird explodes, it will explode with the default explosion
power. This design is based on our specification that the player
should keep smiling long enough during each gameplay. The
explosion power of the birds, denoted as ExplosionP ower in
Algorithm 1, is initialized to 2 based on the original setting in
the game, and its maximum value is set to 11 times because
this explosion power should be able to destroy most objects
in a given level.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of ExplosionPower control
ExplosionP ower = 2
repeat every second
currentJoy ← Emotion SDK
if currentJoy ! = 0
i = currentJoy/10
ExplosionP ower = (i + 1)ExplosionP ower
else
break
end if
until Game ends
3) Feedback to the Payer: When a game level starts, the
system will simultaneously find the player’s face. If the face
is found, the lower left corner of the game screen will display
“Found face” (Fig. 4). When the player smiles, the display
will be changed to “Current Joy : x,” where x is the value
of currentJoy and the explosion power will be increased
immediately, helping the player clear the level easily (Fig. 5).
From Figs. 5 a and b the difference in explosion power can
be seen. In case the player’s face cannot be detected by the
system, the lower left corner will display “Lost Face” (Fig. 6).
III. E XPERIMENT
An experiment was conducted to compare two modes for
playing the game. One is “Smiling for enhancing the explosion
power” previously mentioned. The other, which is a baseline,
is “normal playing with no enhancement of the explosion
power”, where the built-in camera is disabled. There were

(a) Screenshot of game world

(a) Screenshot of game world

(b) Player’s facial expression

(b) Player’s facial expression

Fig. 4: Example of a game level before the player smiles. The
bottom left of the level indicates that the player’s face is found.

Fig. 6: Example of a situation when the system cannot detect
the player’s face

(a) Screenshot showing the game world when the explosion
power is not enhanced

(b) Screenshot showing the game world when the explosion
power is enhanced (the bottom left of the level shows the value
of Joy)

fourteen healthy participants (13 males, 1 female) who were
randomly divided into two groups. All of them are university
students who were reported to have no chronic disease from
health examination.
There were two experimental conditions, individually corresponding to one of the two modes (Condition 1: “Smiling
for enhancing the birds’ explosion power” and Condition 0
: “Baseline play”). The participants from the two groups
engaged in both conditions but in a different order.
Here is the procedure of the experiment:
Step 1: Practice playing the game with both modes, 1
minute each. Then take a rest for 2 minutes.
Step 2: Do either Condition 1 or 0 for 3 minutes. After the
game is done, answer a Positive and Negative Affect Schedule
(PANAS) questionnaire and rest for 2 minutes.
Step 3: Do the other condition for 3 minutes. Then, do
another PANAS questionnaire.
For further details, PANAS is a self-reporting survey developed by Watson et al. [9] for measuring the positive
and negative affect of participants. It consists of two 10item scales: one for the positive affect and the other for the
negative affect. For system evaluation, these twenty items were
translated into five languages: English, Japanese, Thai, Bahasa
Indonesia, and Chinese. Each item is rated on a 5-point scale
of 1 (Very Slightly or Not at All) to 5 (Extremely). From
the summed value of the same affect type, it can be said that
a higher value of the positive affect or a lower value of the
negative affect leads to better emotion [4].
IV. S TATISTICAL A NALYSIS AND R ESULTS

(c) Player’s facial expression

Fig. 5: The game level in Fig. 4 after a shot black bird hits a
structure.

After finishing the experiment, the values of 10 respective
component items were summed up to the positive and the
negative affect scores. All participants’ scores can be seen in
Fig. 7 to Fig. 10. The average score of the positive affect is

Fig. 7: Positive affect scores from 14 participants in both
conditions.

Fig. 9: Boxplot of positive affect scores from all participants,
separated by condition.

Fig. 8: Negative affect scores from 14 participants in both
conditions.

Fig. 10: Boxplot of negative affect scores from all participants,
separated by condition.

28.93 and 31.43 for condition 0 and condition 1, respectively.
The average score of the negative one is 22.07 and 16.71 for
conditions 0 and 1, respectively. In other words, in comparison
to the baseline gameplay, enhancing the explosion power by
smiling can increase the positive affect score by 2.5 while this
mode can decrease the negative affect score by 5.36.
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used to evaluate the
statistical significant difference in the participants’ affect
scores between the two conditions. Each affect scores are significantly different between conditions 0 and 1 at a confident
interval of 95% (p = 0.0278 for positive, and p = 0.0121 for
negative). From these results, the proposed play mode was
found more promising in encouraging the positive affect and
discouraging the negative one.
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V. D ISCUSSIONS AND F UTURE WORK
Our results from the conducted experiment indicated that
enhancing the explosion power of the black birds by smiling
could not only increase the positive affect, but also decrease
the negative one, both with a statistical significance. Consequently, the game system we proposed can promote players’
emotion.
Future work includes validation of our concept with larger
and/or different groups of participants. We also plan to test the
system with patients with specific disorders through clinical
colleagues. Applying the concept of smiling for promoting
the health of game players to other game applications is also
a promising direction.
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